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It’s great to realise that we have a very active beekeeping group. Not only that, but some of this may have rubbed
off on our offspring who are also active in beekeeping related activities whether it be research or as art. Some of
the articles in this newsletter reflect this work. Read on to find them. On a separate note, if you haven’t renewed
your membership this will be the last newsletter you will receive.... Enjoy!

New members

Sculpture honouring beekeeping in
rural Spain

We welcome Alexander Dolbey, Diana Dawson,
Elizabeth Noye, Beryl Read, Richard Read, Tricia
Stacey, Jacob Staddon and Steve Thompson as new
members to the I&ES BKA. Enjoy your
beekeeping!

The Teaching Apiary

The teaching apiary at the end of the season with
colour coded hives - white WBCs, Orange
Commercials, blue 14x12s and brown National
brood-and-a-half. The first year at the new location

Thanks to our roving correspondent Peter Bush for this
image!
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was a great success with teaching sessions running
from April to August. Over that time there were 106
attendees. Thanks to all the teachers: Barrie Powell,
Richard Allen, Jeremy Quinlan and Paul White that
made this possible.

first colony in this way, then please let Barrie
Powell know at beepowell.powell@gmail.com

Do the ‘basic’. Win prizes
We’d like more people to take the basic BBKA
exam - its a mix of theory and a practical session
with the bees, and helps encourage a basic level of
beekeeping competence. Not many people have
taken the exam recently, so to encourage you to do
so there is a prize on offer: Anyone that enters and
passes the ‘basic’ will be given a year’s free
subscription to Bee Craft when they renew their
I&ESBKA membership at the end of the season.

This year there will be practical meetings (weather
permitting) every Sunday afternoon from 2pm till
4pm starting on the 28th April, and running through
until the 11th August. For more details and to sign
up visit:
https://www.suffolkbeekeepers.co.uk/AP19.php
To help our newer members start the season ‘on the
right foot’, we plan what will be for us an entirely
new event, an evening apiary meeting on
Wednesday 1st May. Starting at 6:00 pm, there’ll be
some crisps, cake, tea, coffee & soft drinks. Some
may like to bring their own sandwich suppers.

I&ES BKA Committee
At the last committee meeting there have been a
few changes. Steve Willingham is joining welcome(!), and Betsy Reid is standing down from
her committee position where she held the position
of arranging a rich and varied speaker programme.
Thank you for your good work!

While the meeting is principally for beginners, all
members are welcome. The session can be for
whatever anyone wants but as an initial plan, we
suggest frame making and putting boxes together so bring your flat pack kits, foundation, nails and
tools. There’s a bench in our hut and a ‘workmate’
portable bench will also be available. If it is warm
enough, colonies could be opened under
experienced guidance.

Here are the the current committee members:
I&ES BKA 2019 Committee
Barrie Powell: President
beepowell.powell@gmail.com

Directions to the apiary are at:

Jeremy Quinlan: Chairman
JeremyQ@tiscali.co.uk

https://www.suffolkbeekeepers.co.uk/WhersteadApiarySi
te.pdf

Richard Allen: Secretary
secretary.iesbka@suffolkbeekeepers.co.uk

Please let our secretary know if you plan to come
along: secretary.iesbka@suffolkbeekeepers.co.uk,
ideally before Wednesday 24th April.

Jackie McQueen: Treasurer
jackie.mcqueen@ntlworld.com

Barry Crabtree
apiary manager/newsletter
barry.crabtree@gmail.com

Teaching apiary nucleus colonies
Last season Barrie Powell trialled the idea of letting
beginners who regularly came to the Sunday
meetings start off their own nucs and manage them
until they were confident in handling the colony, at
which point they could take them as their own. If
you are a beginner beekeeper this is an excellent
way of starting off as a nuc is a small colony (in this
case 3 frames) that is much easier to handle than a
hive-full.

Steve Willingham
beginners/bee buddies
steve.willingham813@gmail.com

Helen Davis
Gillian Leung
library

Sam Williams
harvest supper

Details have yet to be worked out, but if you are a
beginner beekeeper and interested in having your
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and demonstrate. As several of their people have
aged & retired, they would be grateful for more to
help. Volunteers are asked to get in touch with
Sandy Sutch: 07733 105224; 01394 460648;
sandysutch@hotmail.com.

WANTED! URGENTLY!
A Speakers’ Secretary
Now that Betsy has retired, we need someone to do
what she did. This is to discuss with the Committee
and agree who we would like to have speak to the
Association, contact them, persuade them to come,
agree a fee and travel expenses, fix a day, find out
what equipment they need, ask for a c.v. so they can
be introduced, if necessary arrange B&B, ensure
they are paid, generally look after them and thank
them afterwards. It is an essential role and an
interesting one; you get to meet some lovely people.

County Treasurer.
Paul White has been an excellent County Treasurer
for 5 years. The County constitution does not allow
him to hold the job for longer so we need another.
No one had volunteered by the time of the County
AGM last Wednesday so the need is now acute. If
this could be you, please talk to Paul about the role
and what is involved.
treasurer@suffolkbeekeepers.co.uk; 01206 299658
or 07768 634038.

Volunteers please contact Jeremy Quinlan:
JeremyQ@tiscali.co.uk .

Helpers for the Suffolk Agricultural
Association’s Schools’ Farm Fair

£1,000,000 a jar!
That’s what we’d have to charge if we paid the
bees the minimum wage. Worker bees bring in
the equivalent of 1/12th of a teaspoon of honey in
their lifetime. That’s about 800 bee lifetimes for a
pound of honey. Assuming a worker lives for
three weeks in summer and works a 10 hour day
6 days a week, that’s:

Thursday 25th April
This takes place every year at the Suffolk
Showground, Trinity Park. It has been running since
the epic Foot & Mouth epidemic closed many farms
and the Suffolk Show in 2001. All Year 3 & 4
children in the county are invited. See:
https://youtu.be/kChFeAwMfms and
https://suffolkshow.co.uk/education/the-school-farm
-and-country-fair/. There is also a short video of the
event @
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1J9RSA0FT9d0mdl
Xrx02R-C8W_1pyfzzu/view; at minute 2:16 there’s
a brief shot of Laurie Wiseman of the Leiston BKA
and some bees.

180 x 800 x £7.38 = £1,062,720.

A Beedookit

The programme for the day is:
• 0900 All stewards in place. Bacon butties offered.
• 0930 Children start arriving
• Tea & coffee & a short break available in nearby
hospitality suite throughout the day.
• 1400 Last children depart. Late lunch offered choice of several dishes.
The Leiston & District Association has, up to now,
provided most of the stewards who go along & help

Betsy Reid’s engineering son Josh was called on to
create a ‘Beedookit’. The idea behind the beedookit
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is that the bees live upstairs inside the large
temporary structure; the bees exit and enter the
beedookit through small slits at the top of the
structure (you can see the slits in the pictures, they
are located at the bottom section of the wooden top
part of the beedookit). Kathy had a clear idea and
vision for what the beedookit would look like and
where it would be situated on the land. The joiner
she had to build the structure fell through at the last
minute. Luckily, we knew of a community member
who might be able to help and pointed her to our
friend and volunteer Josh Reid.

The National Honey Monitoring
Scheme
A number of I&ESBKA members registered with
the scheme last year and sent off honey samples for
analysis. The results have recently come back and
give the proportions of the top 30 pollens that were
found in those samples. It’s not surprising that there
were a few quite dominant plants, what might be
surprising is what they were. Here are the results
from five colonies spread around Suffolk:
●
●
●
●
●

70% sweet chestnut, 10% chestnut, 10%
bramble, 3% asparagus.
67% bramble, 13% red clover, 4% turnip,
3% sea mayweed.
63% sweet chestnut, 35% asparagus and a
trace of quinoa.
53% sweet chestnut, 30% ivy, 5% bramble,
4% tree of heaven.
47% turnip1, 23% cabbage, 10% rape, 5%
bramble & 2% forget-me-not.

It looks like sweet chestnut is the base for a good
proportion of the local honey, with various
additions to make it unique! Seeing this it is really
no surprise that honey is really local in its source of
nectar. I would imagine that even individual hives
in an apiary would have their own distinct mix of of
nectars just based on the strength of the colony at
the time the different flowers were blooming.

Josh has volunteered with the Children’s Wood and
North Kelvin Meadow for some years now. Josh’s
mum Betsy is a beekeeper so Josh has a family
connection with bees. Josh is also a brilliant
engineer and has a large workshop nearby in
Maryhill. Josh immediately offered to help out, and
this reflects his generous spirit. He refined Kathy’s
idea then built the beedookit in his workshop. In
true Josh style, he did all of this in amongst a full
time busy job, selling and moving house and
supporting his wife and 3 children.
The beedookit wouldn’t be here without Josh’s
engineering prowess. Admittedly it ended up a lot
bigger than we expected but I think you will agree it
is a beautiful structure, while also being very much
in keeping with our space and also the traditional
dookit design envisioned by Kathy. To read more
about this creation, visit:

What is ivy doing in a summer crop of honey?
Well, bees will move honey stores around in the
hive, so it appears that there may have been some
ivy honey that overwintered in the brood area that
was relocated into the super to make room for an
expanding brood nest.
From the National Honey Monitoring Scheme’s
website at http://honey-monitoring.ac.uk :
Our principal goal is to collect honey samples from
all across the UK, provided to us by beekeepers
who have signed up to be part of the National
Honey Monitoring Scheme. We want beekeepers
who would like to provide us honey samples for at
least several years, so that over time we can create

https://www.thechildrenswood.co.uk/hapbee-annive
rsary/

1

Turnip, cabbage & rape are all from the same family of
brassicas and are difficult to disambiguate with the
current tests.
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a huge archive spanning the nation which has
hundreds of samples of honey from every
conceivable habitat, landscape and region.

unique spirit that, to date, has defied classification
in the spirits industry. The growing popularity of
spirits distilled 100% from honey has spurred a few
craft distillers to collaborate on a definition and
classification of spirits distilled from honey.
Although efforts are preliminary, the NHB is
excited about the potential for distilled-from-honey
spirits to get the recognition they deserve.

If you are curious and want to know what your bees
are foraging on, sign up & send off a sample. Not
only will you find out what your bees have been up
to, but also help provide data to help understand
how the biodiversity of the countryside is changing
over time and the effect of pesticides.

Spot your mites

Q. What do you get if you cross a bee with a
doorbell?
A. A hum dinger….

Distilling from honey
In the distilled spirits world, the name and
classification of a spirit is often determined by the
type of base sugar used. Brandy is distilled from
fruit, rum from molasses, tequila from agave, and
whiskey from a mixture of corn, rye, wheat and
barley. However, what do you call a spirit distilled
from honey? And, did you know there was even
such a thing?
There is, and craft distillers throughout the United
States are distilling honey to create unique spirits
with exceptional aromatic and flavour notes. In fact,
the National Honey Board (NHB) conducted its first
Honey Spirits Competition in 2018 and received
nearly 30 entries into the "distilled with honey"
category. One of the most popular distillers using
honey in this manner is Caledonia Spirits. Based in
Hardwick, Vermont, Caledonia's Barr Hill Vodka is
distilled 100% from honey, giving the spirit a floral
depth that smells and tastes like the wildflower
fields the honey bees forage for nectar. Spirits
distilled from honey tend to take on the
characteristics of the honey used. However, honey
spirits are not sweet. The fermentation process
scrubs out most of the sweetness in honey, resulting
in an intensely aromatic and nuanced-flavoured
product. For example, if a spirit maker distills from
orange blossom honey, the spirit most likely will
take on a citrusy, crisp flavour. If a spirit is distilled
from Tupelo honey, it will carry very aromatic
notes with a subtle floral flavour. Through varietals
of honey, different strains of yeast and various
distilling processes, distillers can craft a totally

Credit: UMD/USDA/PNAS
It comes as no great surprise that you might struggle
to see varroa mites on bees when you see this
picture. The varroa mite is tucked under a bee’s
tergite segment to get access to feed on its fat body
(not the haemolymph as previously thought).
On a related note, there generally appears to be
more mites at the end of the season. This is not
necessarily because there are many more, but
because the queen has reduced laying so there are
not so many bees around and the mites to bees ratio
increases giving the impression of more mites.
It’s worth going to our Wednesday evening
winter meetings just to hear the questions. After
showing a picture of a stainless steel combined
wax-melter/honey extractor one speaker was
asked:
“How much did you tell your wife you’d paid for
that?”
We take no prisoners at the I&ESBKA meetings.
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lived in the countryside in a hamlet of about 5
traditional wooden houses. When we visited them, I
noticed bee hives in the next garden. We got into
conversation with the beekeeper who explained that
they invariably unite colonies in the spring as they
have early honey flows off Buckthorn before the
bees have had a chance to build up after winter.

Bee hunting
If finding bee colonies is your thing, why not have a
go at bee hunting? It’s a way to follow bees back to
their nest after they have been gathering nectar from
flowers. In the early days the bee hunters would use
this method to find a bee-tree, chop it down & take
the honey. Don’t do that!

When I moved to Yorkshire and was surrounded by
Oil Seed Rape, I noticed the same problem; we go
from winter to major honey flow in about 3 weeks
before the bees have had a chance to raise
significant numbers of foragers. One strong colony
will produce more honey than two weak ones and I
now have a policy of spring uniting.

For a detailed description of how to do it in
practice, you will need to watch this video from
Tom Seeley: https://youtu.be/-fCwoZwPilo
Briefly, the approach is to temporarily capture some
foraging bees and give them an artificial nectar
source. Once they are accustomed to it, let them go
& watch the direction they go. Then wait. Other
bees will come back for more. By timing the
round-trip time of the bees you can get an idea of
how far & the direction it is to the colony.

On the first warm (>10C) day in March or early
April go through all hives. Divide them into 3
categories assuming all are Queen right;
1. Strong; 7 frames of BEES or more
2. Medium; 4-7 Frames bees.
3. Weak; <4 Frames bees.

A(nother) good way to while away a
summer’s day…
I heard this on the internet so it must be true: Go
into a large field of a crop that bees might like. Sit
yourself down and wait. Soon more and more bees
will come and start foraging nearby. The theory
goes that as you are sat in this field it’s easy for the
bees to use you as a point of focus so bees recruited
via the waggle dance will prefer to forage near
you….

Leave the strong colonies alone and super. Do this
well in advance of requirements, putting on 2 supers
if they are very strong to discourage/delay
swarming. If you need foundation drawing get the
strongest hives to do this. Give them one drawn
super first, then foundation. Drawing foundation
definitely delays but does not stop swarming.
Unite the weak colonies with the mediums, keeping
the better Q. [Ensuring this is only done with weak
colonies that are not diseased. Ed.] This will be the
medium one. Unless she is old or heading a bad
tempered stock or this strain are martyrs to varroa.
You will temporarily have less stock but more
honey. (Soon the swarming season will be upon you
and you will have more than enough bees to replace
them.)
Rationalise the two brood boxes after 2 days,
putting all the brood together in a central brood
nest, then all the best frames of stores at the sides
and then super them. (I have a single brood box
policy). Any other frames of stores can be kept to
be put into other colonies as their frames become
empty, which they will do surprisingly quickly in
April. Good empty frames can be kept as they are
always useful and poor combs rendered or burned.

In
 East Bergholt, Suffolk - for the local supply of hives,

frames and foundation, tools and other equipment for
keeping bees. Open by arrangement - please email or
telephone Paul White to discuss your requirements.
01206 299658 or 07768 634038.
www.box-bees.co.uk; email: sales@box-bees.co.uk

Spring Uniting
Taken from the Harrogate & Ripon BKA
February ’19 newsletter. Thanks!
I got this idea from Russia in 1990. Our hostess was
an interpreter who had a friend whose grandparents
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Spare empty frames will be useful at swarming time
as will empty hives.

You can then safely split a few nucleus colonies off
to rear queens that will be 5 – 7 days old to coincide
with when the drones are between 16 days and 30
days old. This is important, as this is the peak age
range for the sexual maturity of drones. Your new
queens are then very likely to be mated with your
drones, particularly if you are far away from any
other apiary. As soon as your colonies have reached
the desired level of purity you can distribute virgin
queens to those around you to encourage others to
keep pure native dark bees in the same manner, and
so flood an even larger area.

This policy brings the following benefits;
1. More honey
2. Getting rid of old combs
3. Getting rid of aggressive/varroa martyr strains of
bee before they can produce drones. You cannot
usually tell that a colony has these unwanted traits
until the autumn anyway.
4. Releasing frames of stores for any hungry periods
in the spring or for nucs later.
5. Releasing hives and clean empty comb for the
swarming season.
Joe Dod

The first queens mated from your old stocks will be
50% pure native dark and 50% cross breed.
However, if you continue with this procedure of
breeding only pure native drones, it will, in theory,
only require eight hatches to have reached virtually
100% pure native dark status, which could be
achieved in 3-4 years. However, the influence of
cross-breed drones from nearby apiaries could slow
the process, which is why encouraging nearby
apiary owners to adopt the same approach, can be
very beneficial.

Moving to native dark bees
Thanks to Lune Valley Community Beekeepers for this
article, which is taken from their March 2019 Newsletter.

There is a growing interest amongst an increasing
number of beekeepers in moving towards native
dark or black bees. Most people do this by replacing
existing queens with mated, native dark queens,
often ignoring the value of drones. Used in the
following approach, drones can be the major
influence upon the improvement of your own and
neighbouring stocks.

The pollen peaks puzzle….
I’ve been curious
to know how
many hives can
be put in an
apiary before
there are too
many bees that
can be supported
by the flora in the
immediate vicinity. Asking experienced beekeepers
usually gives a very practical response. This is
typical:

Firstly, set up some nucleus colonies and introduce
as pure, dark, a native queen as possible into each.
It does not matter whether the queen is mated or a
virgin queen as a virgin queen when mated, will
produce 100% pure native dark drone offspring, as
they are from unfertilised eggs.
If possible, set up the same number of nuclei hives
as you have colonies in your apiary. As the nucleus
colonies grow, put frames of drone brood comb or
foundation in each.

Me: “So, how many hives can you put in an
apiary?”
Experienced beekeeper: “10”.
Me: “Why 10?”.
Experienced beekeeper: “That’s how many hives I
can fit in my car.”

Once these frames are full of sealed, drone brood,
remove and destroy all the drone brood in each of
your non-native colonies and introduce a frame of
sealed drone brood from your dark bee nuclei into
each. They will not raise new drones, as there will
be more than sufficient from the comb you have
introduced. You will therefore be flooding your
apiary with all pure native dark drones.

As I said, practical, but doesn’t give a good idea as
to how many would be too many. I’m looking at a
different approach. We’ve all seen bees bringing in
pollen to the hive. It’s a beautiful sight, and a good
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sign. It usually means the queen is laying and all is
good with the colony. It would be reasonable to
assume that if the bees are not bringing in much
pollen then one explanation may be that there is not
enough pollen to support the colony. There could be
others of course: there are ample pollen stores in the
hive; the queen has stopped laying; it is a very weak
colony with little brood etc. etc. However, once
these other explanations have been ruled out, then
as Holmes would say "whatever remains, however
improbable, must be the truth?”.

If you find any plausible explanation, I’d love to
hear it (barry.crabtree@gmail.com)
Barry Crabtree

Richard Martin Beekeeping Supplies
A large range of stock including: Hives in the flat, WBC,
National and Commercial; Frames and foundation, honey
jars, buckets, tools, bee suits, veils and gloves.
Agent for Thorne’s of Wragby
Little College Farm, Creeting Hills,
Creeting St Mary. IP6 8PX

So, as a starter to understand the relationship
between pollen coming into the hive and the health
of the colony I monitored all the pollen being
brought into the hive over a month. Yes, ALL the
pollen brought into the hive. I’ll spare the details
but it involved looking through 18,000 photographs
of the hive entrance…. It was worth it. The orange
bars in the plot below shows the total amount of
pollen being brought into the hive each day over
this period (Mid April to mid May) - the
background indicates the daytime temperature.

Opening hours: 1 April - 30 Sept 4pm - 7pm Mon - Sat. At
other times please call on 01449 720491

Flowers can ‘hear’ buzzing bees
A bee buzzing near a plant causes the flower to
increase the concentration of nectar it produces,
ready for the bee when it lands on the flower.
Experimenters have shown that playing a recording
of a buzzing bee near an evening primrose plant
causes it to produce sweeter nectar within three
minutes.

Proventriculous!
I wish it were a Harry Potter spell, but no. The
proventriculus is one very important part of the
bee. It is the dividing part between the honey
stomach and the rest of the bee’s gut. The
proventriculous stops the back-flow of digested
food from contaminating the nectar in the honey
stomach. Nobody likes back-flow!

Notice anything interesting? There were a few days
where little pollen was brought in (on the whole due
to cold weather), and three days with much more
pollen being brought in (two to three times the
‘normal’ amount). It’s those three days that are the
puzzle (well one of the puzzles). I’ve got hive
records on the growth of the colony (it’s growing
throughout this period); the temperature/wind
speed/weather over that period; the detailed
time-of-day breakdown of pollen coming in; the
overall number of bees flying each day. All that and
I can’t find anything that will provide a plausible
explanation for these pollen peaks.

EARS3: Assessing the interaction of
diet and forage availability with an
emerging bee disease
In a recent survey by the Bee Farmers Association,
chronic paralysis was three times more likely to
occur in colonies with access to mass flowering
oilseed rape forage, and bee farmers have also
reported a similar association with borage, another
mass flowering crop. Agricultural ecosystems
typically offer reduced pollen diversity, providing
bees with a monofloral pollen diet, which has been

If you’d like to have a more in depth look I created
a tool to overlay the different pieces of information
to help spot a pattern. Its at:
http://bit.ly/PollenBehaviour
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found to reduce survival of parasitized bees. The
consumption of non-fresh pollen can lead to gut
dysbiosis with a concomitant increase in the
prevalence of gut parasites in honey bees, as well
as causing poor development and increased
mortality. It is also well established that an intact
gut microbiome is essential for pathogen resistance.

whole county! There are of the order of 450
beekeepers in Suffolk (estimated from member
numbers). For simplicity, if we assume that there
are between one to two active colonies per
beekeeper then it would appear that we are being
competitive for about 24% to 48% of the region.
24-48%!!!, that seems uncomfortably high to me.
However, like all these studies the devil is in the
detail. The paper goes on to say:

We hypothesise that the diversity and quantity of
forage is a key driver of disease susceptibility to
chronic bee paralysis. This studentship will
investigate which elements of honey bee diet
contribute to honey bee resilience when challenged
with chronic bee paralysis. Information will be
shared with the EARS consortia of which the I&ES
BKA are supporters.

“...while there is evidence that managed bees
compete with wild bees for shared resources, in
contexts with abundant resources, both managed
and wild bee populations may be able to
coexist.”

Phew! Thankfully we’re not yet in the US midwest
with its sprawling mono-cultures and limited
resources to make this a major issue for us
beekeepers. However, it would be good to have
some examples as what counts as ‘abundant
resources’ for a colony.

Do managed bees have negative effects
on wild bees?
Pretty much exactly this question came up at the
last beekeeping winter meeting, and deserves
exploration. Luckily there was a recent research
paper covering this exact topic. Rather than perform
experiments themselves, the authors trawled
through the literature of others who had looked at
aspects of this question and found 146 relevant
articles that they used as the basis of their report.
They categorised the effects in three areas:

For more details, take a look at the full paper here:
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/
journal.pone.0189268

Worldwide decline of the
entomofauna: A review of its drivers

1. Competition for floral and nesting
resources,
2. Indirect effects via changes in plant
communities, including the spread of exotic
plants and decline of native plants, and
3. Transmission of pathogens.

This is a paper by Francisco Sánchez-Bayoa & Kris
A.G.Wyckhuysbcd that reviews 73 papers covering
the decline of insects (entomofauna) and explores
the main causes for the decline. From examining
these papers they found four primary causes. In
order of importance they are:

I picked out one point from their report that seemed
relevant:

●

“...competitive effects were strongest close to
managed bee colonies, generally under 800 m”.

●
●

Let’s make this local. Going back to high school
maths class, the area of a circle is equal to π r2 , so
with r being 800m (0.8 km), then the area that the
colony has an influence over is π × 0.82 - about 2
km2 . Suffolk has an area of 3,800 km2 so that
means that 1,900 colonies spread out evenly over
Suffolk would be a competitive threat over the

●

Habitat loss and conversion to intensive
agriculture and urbanisation;
Pollution, mainly by synthetic pesticides
and fertilisers;
Biological factors, including pathogens and
introduced species; and
Climate change.

Alarmingly they find that over 40% of insect
species are threatened with extinction. Of those,
butterflies / moths; sawflies, wasps, bees & ants are
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the most at risk (along with dung beetles). Read the
highlights(?) and abstract here:

Insects also rely on nodulation in which invasive
bacteria are encapsulated and surrounded to form a
harmless lump. Such systems are suited to the
simple haemolymph of the insects, but would be
impracticable for mammals with narrow veins that
would become clogged.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2019.01.020

The Honeybee ‘wakeup call’ or
Dorso-Ventral Abdominal Vibration
signals

Stress plays a key role in the defences of mammals
by reducing the circulating white blood cell
production. Stress also has an impact on insects by
inhibiting phagocytosis and resulting in otherwise
non-lethal invaders become fatal.

A beehive was instrumented for a year with
accelerometers to record vibrations on the combs. In
particular the research team wanted to record the
Dorso-Ventral Abdominal Vibration signals of the
bees. The Dorso-Ventral Abdominal Vibration or
DVAV for short has been known as the ‘wake-up’
call for bees to prepare for foraging. They found
that the signal was produced the most during the
night (between 3am and 6am), and interestingly it
was produced at its loudest and most frequent just
before and after the hive issued a swarm! Take a
look at the full research paper here:

Anne described innate and adaptive disease
responses. The former gives an immediate response
(in seconds) and repetitive responses to repeated
incursions. Adaptive responses are typical in, for
example, mammalian responses to viruses. The
initial encounter results in illness, but the antibodies
develop so that any second and subsequent
infections are identified and dealt with quickly.
A very interesting questions is how insects, and for
beekeepers, especially bees, respond to virus
infections. There is some very interesting work in
progress on this question. Bees are known to
harbour many viruses which generally do not cause
problems. On some occasions, however, viruses
such as chronic bee paralysis can infect and kill or
severely damage colonies. The question has become
more urgent with the increased presence of the
deformed wing virus associated with varroa.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-32931-z

This research paper has M. Ramsay as one of the
authors. Does the surname Ramsay ring a bell? Roy
Ramsay, our past Chairman and long term member
of the I&EA BKA is Michael Ramsay’s great uncle!

“Why not Vaccinate Bees?”

Other intriguing points raised were the effects of
temperature regulation of bee diseases and
questions concerning social immunity-apparently
found in termites.

A talk by Anne Jones MRCVS,
Beekeeper & Veterinary Surgeon.
She explained and contrasted the different structural
and immunological defences of mammals and
insects. The blood defences present in mammals
centred on the white blood cells, which can learn to
identify and destroy invading cells. The bees with
their much simpler haemolymph do not have these
defences. They rely on phagocytosis - a process in
which entering bacteria are stuck to the outside of
cells which wrap around the bacteria to
destroy/digest it. They do, however, have
significant structural defences in their hard body
casing. However they are vulnerable to food
ingestion and also to material going through their
spiracles, which branch right down to cell level.

As regards the title of the talk, clearly it is not
possible to vaccinate every single bee, but research
seems to point to possible new treatments involving
the queen, which may give added protection to the
whole colony.
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Saturday, 23rd

Events

Sunday, 19th West Suffolk BKA Beginners
14:00 Training

March

Sunday, 26th I&ESBKA Apiary Training
14:00

Cambs BKA Seminar Day
https://www.cbka.org.uk/events
/onedayseminar/

Sunday, 26th Queen rearing course
10:00
Sunday, 26th West Suffolk BKA Apiary
14:00 Open

Saturday, Suffolk Beekeepers Best
30th Practice - Queen Rearing for
Everyone
https://www.suffolkbeekeepers.
co.uk/bh2019.php

Sunday, 26th West Suffolk BKA Basic
Training
Wed/Thu, Suffolk Show (Suffolk Honey
29/30th Show)

April

June

Wednesday, I&ESBKA Winter Meeting 3rd Ibbertson Varroa without
19:30 treatment

Sunday, 2nd I&ESBKA Apiary Training
14:00

Thursday, WSBKA Evening meeting.
11th Speaker: Hamish Symington of
19:30 Cambridge University on The
Science of Pollination

Sunday, 2nd West Suffolk BKA Apiary
14:00 Open
Sunday, 9th

12-14th BBKA Convention

I&ESBKA Apiary Training

Sunday, 16th I&ESBKA Apiary Training
14:00

Sunday, 28th Bee Health Day

Sunday, 16th West Suffolk BKA Beginners
14:00 Training

May
Wed, 1st I&ESBKA Practical evening
18:00 meeting. Wherstead

Sunday, 23rd I&ESBKA Apiary Training
14:00

Sunday, 5th I&ESBKA
14:00 Apiary Training

Sunday, 23rd West Suffolk BKA Apiary
14:00 Open

Sunday, 12nd I&ESBKA
14:00 Apiary Training

Sunday, 23rd West Suffolk BKA Basic
14:00 Training

Sunday, 12th Queen rearing course starts (See
10:00 Jeremy Quinlan)

Saturday, 29th I&ESBKA Apiary Safari
Sunday, 30th I&ESBKA Apairy Training

Sunday, 12th West Suffolk BKA Apiary
14:00 Open

For the most up-to-date list of beekeeping events,
please visit:
https://www.suffolkbeekeepers.co.uk/Events.html

Sunday, 19th I&ESBKA Apiary Training
14:00
Sunday, 19th Queen rearing course
10:00
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